Experiments
In Figure S1 , the mass spectrum for the decomposition upon irradiation of the asymmetric C-O stretching vibration of copper formate for copper formate anions with an odd number of copper ions is shown (here Cu(II)7(HCO2)15 -) for selected irradiation times to demonstrate the dominant decomposition via evaporating Cu(II)2(HCO2)4 until n = 3. In Figures S2-4 , the mass spectra for the decomposition of smaller copper formate clusters (Cu(II)3(HCO2)7 -, Cu(I)2(HCO2)3and Cu(I)(HCO2)2 -) are shown, which start exhibiting a different behavior upon irradiation of the asymmetric C-O stretching vibration for selected irradiation times. Figure S1 . The decomposition of Cu(II)7(HCO2)15-towards Cu(II)(HCO2)3-for irradiation at 1631 cm-1 for three selected irradiation times. The predominant sequential fragmentation channels are illustrated as solid arrows while minor fragmentation pathways are shown as dashed arrows. Figure S2 . The decomposition of Cu(II)3(HCO2)7towards Cu(I)(HCO2)2and Cu(I)2(HCO2)H2through Cu(II)(HCO2)3or Cu(II)2(HCO2)5 -, respectively, irradiated at 1632 cm -1 for four selected irradiation times. The predominant sequential fragmentation channels are illustrated as solid arrows while minor fragmentation pathways are shown as dashed arrows.
S3 Figure S3 . The decomposition of Cu(I)2(HCO2)3towards Cu(I)2H3when irradiated at 1611 cm -1 for three selected irradiation times. Figure S4 . The decomposition of Cu(I)(HCO2)2towards Cu(I)H2when irradiated at 1643 cm -1 for three selected irradiation times.
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Theoretical methods and results
For energy benchmarking of basis sets and methods for two reactions observed with copper formate, see Ref. [1] . Based on those results, the B3LYP and BMK DFT functional with the def2TZVP basis set is chosen for geometry optimization as it agrees well with higher-level methods along with a denser integration grid ("Int=UltraFine" in Gaussian 09). Structural benchmarking for the PBE functional with density fitting (DF-PBE) and 6-31G* basis set compared to B3LYP/def2TZVP is shown in Figure S5 for Cu(II)3(HCO2)7and Cu(II)4(HCO2)9 -. While the copper-copper bonding interaction is overestimated with Δ(Cu-Cu) ≈ 0.3 Å compared to using B3LYP/def2TZVP, the other bond lengths are well reproduced with Δr < 0.1 Å and the interactions follow overall the same trend upon increasing cluster size. Therefore, basic geometry information can be gained within the computational limitations even for larger copper formate clusters (e.g. Cu(II)8(HCO2)17 -) using DF-PBE/6-31G*. Figure S5 . Geometry comparison along with bond lengths in Å of Cu(II)3(HCO2)7and Cu(II)4(HCO2)9optimized at the a) B3LYP/def2TZVP and b) DF-PBE/6-31G* level. Figure S6 . In a) and b), comparison of the potential energy surface in Figure 2 from the DFT method B3LYP/def2TZVP to BMK/def2TZVP in brackets. For TS2 and TS3, slightly different potential energy surfaces are predicted for B3LYP/def2TZVP and BMK/def2TZVP. TS2 only exists within the BMK method while the B3LYP pathway occurs barrierlessly. In c), Pathway on the potential energy surface for the opening of the formate ligands in TS3* calculated at the BMK/def2TZVP and B3LYP/def2TZVP level respectively. While BMK yields one transition state for breaking both Cu-O bonds, the two ligands break them sequentially according the B3LYP pathway. The methods favor different isomers as global minimum for Cu(I)2(HCO2)3 -, but the decarboxylation is expected to occur only through the open isomer. Figure S9 . Structure of the hydride transfer transition states along with the characteristic doubly occupied three-center σ(Cu-H-C) and σ*(Cu-H-C) orbitals and the CHELPG charge of the transferring hydrogen atom calculated at the B3LYP/def2ZVP level of Theory. In a) TS6 for reaction Cu(I)2(HCO2)2H -→ Cu(I)2(HCO2)H2 -+ CO2 and b) the bonding distance B(C-H) = 1.8 Å fixated to demonstrate the hydride transfer in the barrierless reaction Cu(I)(HCO2)H -→ Cu(I)H2 -, + CO2. TS1 and TS4 can be found in [1] . Cu-
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